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Let’s Get Started!
We're thrilled to share some fun ideas for your school-ager to do at home this week. On My Own activities are things
your school-ager can do by themselves, while With My Family are activities you can do together. Moving My Body are
ideas for ways to get moving, and Helping at Home activities are ways your school-ager can help out around the
house.

On My Own
Journaling
1. Use an empty notebook or blank paper in a folder to
start keeping a journal. Take a moment every day to
write down how you're feeling or what you've been
doing that day. You can also use the journal to make
plans for things you might want to do later.
3. Some days, you might want to draw a picture instead
of writing. Drawings are a great to show what you're
thinking, or something you saw on a walk.
4. You can make a collage, too. Use magazine pictures
with your drawings to tell a story or show a mood.
5. On other days, you might want to imagine yourself
as a character in your favorite book or TV show and
write about how you would handle situations in the story.

With My Family
Scavenger Hunt
The next time you're going for a walk outside with your
family, work together on a scavenger hunt. Look for:
* 3 different leaf shapes
* a weed
* a forked stick
* a bird's nest
* a squirrel
* an insect
* something yellow
* something smooth
* something round
Take a picture of each item when you find it!

Helping at Home

Curl Up Challenge
How many Curl Ups (sit ups) can you do in a row? Can
you train your body to do more?
1. Test yourself. Do as many curl ups as you can
without stopping.
2. Make sure your body is doing the right movements
-- on your back, with your knees bent and feet on the
floor, curl your shoulders and back toward your middle
and hold position for a second or two.
3. Try to keep your hands behind or below your ears,
and your eyes on the ceiling as you move.
4. Once you know how many you can do, try adding
one more curl up to your routine each day to build your
core muscles and help your balance too!

Dinner Time
When it's time to make dinner, you can help! Offer to
gather up all the ingredients from the fridge and
cabinets, or to do all the measuring. Here are a few
tips:
1. If you're gathering ingredients, make a list or copy the
list from the cookbook, and check them off as you find
them.
2. If you're measuring, pay close attention to the units
you're measuring in. That means to watch for things like
"tsp", which means teaspoons, and "TBSP", which
are tablespoons. There's a big difference between a
teaspoon of hot sauce (just a little bit) and a tablespoon
of hot sauce (spicy!).
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